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What is a relic galaxy?!
We consider a galaxy in the nearby Universe is a relic if… 

…has  not been altered at ALL 
after its formation at high-z  
= frozen over cosmic time 
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SAME properties than those 
galaxies we see in the early 

Universe (z>2): 
1.  Massive:  

M*>1011 Msun 

2. Compact:  
Re<2 kpc 

3. Old at all radii:  
Age > 10 Gyr 



Finding a relic galaxy hasn’t been easy… 

See e.g.   
Trujillo+09, Taylor+10, Valentinuzzi+10, Ferré-Mateu+12, Trujillo

+12, Damjanov+13, Poggianti+13, Damjanov+15,… 

and Trujillo’s & Damjanov’s Talks  



NGC1277!



van den Bosch +12 
 Trujillo +14 

Martin-Navarro +15 

M*=1.2 x 1011 Msun         
Re=1.2 kpc          
σ>330 km/s             

Vrot>300 km/s 
Age > 10 Gyr out to 3Re 

NGC1277!
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 M•/M*~0.02 

x 4 more massive! 
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What is wrong with this extreme SMBH? 
(Läsker+13, Emsellem+13, Yildirim+15) 

1)  Effect of the IMF  negligible (Martin-
Navarro+15) 

2)  Upper limit from the Virial  with 
dynamical models M•=12x109 Msun 

(Yildirim+15)  



Relic galaxies and smbhs: !
Co-evolution or not?!

Massive relic galaxies are outliers in the SMBH scaling 
relations because they follow a different evolutionary path 

Ferré-Mateu et al. 2015 (ApJ, accepted, arxiv: 150602663) 



Galaxies from the HETMG Survey (van den Bosch+15)  that are good candidates to 
host a SMBH: 

  To have Mvir > 4 x 109 Msun 
  To be nearby enough to resolve the BH 
  To lay far beyond the 3σ deviation 
  To have SDSS spectra   
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Shen et al. (2003)
UMBHs
Control

   30 galaxies  (Re~2kpc) 
  8 ÜMBH candidates 

  174 galaxies (Re~4kpc) 
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Relic galaxies are outliers in the SMBH scaling relations 
because they follow a different evolutionary path 

Ferré-Mateu et al. 2015 

Size x 7  
Velocity dispersion x1.1 (Oogi&Habe+13, Wellons+15, Tapia+15) 

Stellar masses x5 (Oser+10+12,Trujillo+11,Hilz+12) 



 1) Massive relic galaxies are extreme outliers in the SMBHs 
scaling relations because they follow another evolutionary 

path than large massive ellipticals 

2) Limit for SMBH formation at ~10Gyr 

3) Possible way to detect the elusive relic galaxies  

4) The SMBH and the host galaxy should not co-evolve  

SUMMARY!






